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Fed Tightens Until They Break Something 

An old saying on Wall Street is that the US Federal Reserve tightens monetary policy until something is materially affected by their actions. In 

March, we saw the Fed’s impact with the demise of Silicon Valley Bank, Signature Bank and Silvergate Bank. All three organizations were 

victims of losses in their bond portfolios and withdrawals of client deposits, which culminated in a death spiral for each of them. But the impact 

was far broader than this, with many regional banks seeing their stock prices come under severe pressure during the month.  

The last few years of Fed history reads like a comedy of errors, except for the fact that it has been painful for so many people. The sequence 

of events goes something like this: COVID hits and US fiscal and monetary policy is eased excessively; companies and individuals are flush 

with cash, which they put in the bank; many banks invest in long-duration assets because the Fed funds rate is at near zero; inflation hits and 

the Fed raises rates to 5% cumulatively, so all those bonds are now underwater; individuals pull money from some banks out of fear or 

because they can get higher returns elsewhere; finally, the banks scramble to fund these withdrawals, thus crystalizing the bond losses and 

potentially impairing their equity capital. There is plenty of blame to go around, from the number of government stimulus payments, to the Fed 

being slow to raise rates initially to stem inflation, to the banks not appropriately managing their investment duration risk. Where this leaves us 

today is the Fed having tightened meaningfully and the subsequent damage to the financial sector likely causing further tightening as banks 

limit the availability of credit to companies and individuals. The key uncertainties are whether this means the Fed is done and whether a 

recession is a greater probability. 

On the first question, the Fed was stubborn on the way in, and they will likely be stubborn on the way out. And while economic growth and 

inflation are slowing, inflation is not close to the Fed’s 2% target today and certain economic readings have been far stronger than expected. 

So, there is a chance the Fed will hike further, compounding the problem. The answer to the recession question is related to the first 

question. My best estimate is that we will be in recession at some point in 2023. This should return the market’s focus to what companies can 

endure and maybe even prosper in a tougher economic environment. 

Having been in this industry for almost 35 years, I am unfortunately reminded what a humbling business this is. I received my most recent 

reminder with the decline in Charles Schwab’s stock price in March, as it is one of our Portfolio’s holdings. Schwab has exposure to this issue 

because of its bank, which holds client cash deposits. The company entered 2020 with $275 billion of interest-earning assets, representing 

6.8% of total firm assets. With the cash inflows discussed above, deposits swelled to $482 billion (7.2% of assets) at the end of 2020 and 

$606 billion (7.4% of assets) at the end of 2021. While Schwab built up short-term liquidity, it certainly invested a meaningful percentage of 

the portfolio in longer-duration assets—seeking better yields at the time and attempting to match expected client duration. Interest-earning 

assets are now down to $503 billion as of the end of February 2023. Unlike other banks that are seeing assets leave their organizations, 

Schwab clients are reallocating to equities, bonds, money market funds and CDs as they seek higher returns than bank interest rates. This 

happens in every cycle, and Schwab anticipated the move but likely underestimated the magnitude—partly as a result of the rapidity and 

ultimate level of the Fed hiking cycle. 

Getting into the weeds a bit, the market concern is that if the entire remaining $503 billion was moved, how would Schwab fund it and what 

would the earnings impact be? The banking industry is built on the belief that not all clients will act in the same way on the same day. As such, 

banks lend and invest long term to earn a spread. But if a meaningful number of bank depositors act in common and withdraw assets, stresses 

develop. For Schwab, the market is playing a “what if” game, with the potential outcome being its tangible equity facing elimination if the firm 

was forced to sell its entire bond portfolio today. But that is not the reality. Schwab has 34 million client accounts that don’t all move together. 

The company has seen clients move to higher-yielding vehicles for some time, so we are likely later in the game than most assume. There are 
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multiple funding sources (Federal Home Loan Bank, CDs and the new Bank Term Funding Program), so Schwab shouldn’t have to liquidate 

its bond portfolio. The firm’s portfolio throws off income each year to fund withdrawals, and clients continue to bring assets to the company, 

where inflows have accelerated based on disclosures through mid-March. So, we think the reaction is overdone but must respect that banking 

is a confidence game. If Schwab was to lose the confidence of its clients, the company would likely go through a period of more serious stress. 

What resolves this for Schwab? We believe rates and time are the keys. As the economy slows and the Fed either stops raising rates or 

maybe even lowers rates, the bond portfolio losses will likely lessen. Likewise, with rates stabilizing, there is not an incremental incentive to 

pull more cash from the bank and place it elsewhere. Time should be Schwab’s friend as its bond portfolio will mature at par (or full value), 

given the firm is invested largely in government securities and not taking on credit risk. This means the mark-to-market portfolio losses 

ultimately go away and the equity impairment fear is erased. Time also helps Schwab on the asset-gathering side as the company has 

historically grown client assets around 6% annually, which should stabilize the bank cash outflow fear as some new assets will likely go to the 

bank. Finally, time should allow Schwab to build incremental equity capital, which provides a further buffer should the company have to 

liquidate some of its bond portfolio for an unforeseen reason. Unfortunately, neither rates nor time will happen tomorrow. While I believe 

perception will be dramatically different this summer, we will likely have to endure concerns until then. Of course, further aggressive rate hikes 

by the Fed would exacerbate the current stress.  

One final note on earnings: as Schwab borrows from some of the funding sources I mentioned above, the company carries a higher interest 

rate than the underlying bond portfolio and therefore incurs a negative rate spread, which hurts short-term earnings. So the more cash that 

leaves the bank over the next few months, the worse near-term earnings will be. This doesn’t impact the long-term earnings potential, but 

creates near-term uncertainty that no one can model with precision—hence the continued weakness in the stock. 

At this point, you might be saying, “Why bother?” Schwab remains the low-cost provider in the industry with a superb brand. That matters! 

And the company will only enhance their low-cost position when Schwab fully integrates the TD Ameritrade broker-dealer and duplicate costs 

are eliminated later this year and in 2024. To me, this current pain will likely be in the rear-view mirror at some point, and we should be happy 

owners.  

Portfolio Performance 

While first-quarter performance was positive, the Concentrated US Growth Portfolio lagged the S&P 500’s 7.5% gain for the period, in US-

dollar terms, both gross and net of fees. This was a function of the underperformance in Schwab (down 37% in the quarter) and the 

Portfolio’s underweight in big tech. The technology sector outperformed during the quarter, with the NASDAQ 100 Index up roughly 20%. The 

market’s reaction was somewhat of a flight to safety in the tech names unaffected by the turmoil in the banking sector. The surprise to me 

was that we didn’t see a more meaningful benefit in some of our more defensive holdings such as ADP, IQVIA and Abbott Laboratories, all of 

which were down in the first quarter. But one quarter doesn’t make the year, and I strongly believe that some of the distortions in the first 

quarter will normalize as we move forward.  

Please don’t hesitate to reach out to me should you have questions about your Portfolio or our views. I am certainly humbled by the market 

reaction and the Portfolio’s performance in the first quarter but remain determined to find interesting investment opportunities for your 

Portfolio. 

Warm regards, 

Jim 

Please refer to the following legal disclosures. 

The top three (held) contributors to absolute performance during the quarter were Microsoft, Amazon, and Aptiv.  

The top three (held) detractors from absolute performance during the quarter were Charles Schwab, Stericycle and Abbott Laboratories. 
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